Global English
Ages 13–17 years
22 hours per week
Minimum English level: B1+

Global English sample week

This course is motivational, stimulating
and unique. Maximum class size: 12
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Global English is designed not
only to maximise a student’s
language development but to
do this through using UNESCO’s
‘Four pillars of learning’: learning
to know; learning to do; learning
to be and learning to live together.
By investigating and discussing
global themes using various
methods, students improve all
four language skills (listening,
speaking, reading & writing), their
critical thinking skills and indeed
both their independent and
collaborative learning.

The global themes will excite
and extend all abilities, from
Glastonbury, climate change
and the rights of child refugees
to blogging, healthy lifestyles
and fashion.
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A day’s
paintball

Earlscliﬀe’s Global English
programme is truly ‘global’
in all senses of the word.

Badminton

Morning swim

Extra Intensive English
Students at Earlscliﬀe may take
advantage of our extra learning
options – 4 hours per week or
One-to-One – see Booking Form.
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Projects

Global Society High speed
workshop: the train to
environment London
The Tate
Modern
Global Values Global Pop
gallery,
forum: wellCulture
St Paul’s
being
project:
Cathedral and
lifestyles
shopping
Global Values: Topical debate
the role of
preparation
religion
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Pamper Party

Formal dinner Cinema trip

Basketball
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Black and
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themed disco

Global Themes
Society

Pop Culture

Values

UNESCO priorities
The environment
The economy
Inter-cultural learning

Music & festivals
Social media
Art, ﬁlm and comedy
Lifestyles & fashion

The law
Political engagement
The role of religion
Youth well-being

‘My favourite summer holiday. I have spent six weeks at
Earlscliffe and I am so happy about this. I am going to
miss all my friends and the staff.’
Gulben, Turkey
12 Earlscliﬀe Summer

Earlscliﬀe Summer 13

